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Faithless in Death : An EvFaithless in Death : An Eve Dallase Dallas
NoNovvelel
by J. D. Robb
Investigating a woman whose report about
an artist's murder is not adding up, Eve
Dallas uncovers a fanatical conspiracy that
leads to Dallas's partnership with the FBI.

Blood GroBlood Grovvee
by Walter Mosley
Unlicensed private investigator-turned-
hardboiled detective Easy Rawlins
navigates sex clubs, the mafia and
dangerous friends when he reluctantly
accepts the racially charged case of a
traumatized Vietnam War veteran in
late-1960s Los Angeles.

The VineThe Vineyard at Pyard at Painted Moonainted Moon
by Susan Mallery
Devastated by a divorce that she admits
was inevitable, MacKenzie finds her
attempts to move away from the only family
and source of employment she has ever
known complicated by an unplanned
pregnancy.

Blink of an EyBlink of an Eyee
by Iris Johansen
Investigator Kendra Michaels teams up
with military-trained bodyguard Jessie
Mercado and agent-for-hire Adam Lynch in
a desperate effort to rescue a famous pop
singer who has been kidnapped during a
live performance.

Missing and EndangeredMissing and Endangered
by Judith A. Jance
Protecting a brilliant freshman whose
homeschooled life has left her unprepared
for the outside world, Jennifer invites the
vulnerable girl home for a Christmas break
that embroils Sheriff Joanna Brady in a
volatile missing-person's case.

A Fatal LieA Fatal Lie
by Charles Todd
Dispatched from London to investigate the
discovery of an unidentified body in a
peaceful Welsh village, Ian Rutledge
uncovers a tangle of deception involving a
child's tragic fate and a woman bent on
hiding the past.

NeNevver Far Awaer Far Awayy
by Michael Koryta
Placed in witness protection in remote
northern Maine, Leah risks exposing herself
to the dangerous forces of her past when
her homesick children run away. By the
award-winning author of Those Who Wish
Me Dead.

Serpentine : An AleSerpentine : An Alex Delax Delawareware
NoNovvelel
by Jonathan Kellerman
LAPD homicide lieutenant Milo Sturgis and
brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware
investigate a decades-unsolved case
involving a rich and spoiled client, a
mysterious birth mother and violent
coincidences.

The SurvivThe Survivorsors
by Jane Harper
Haunted by guilt for a reckless and
consequential mistake in his youth, Kieran
returns to his coastal hometown and his
struggling fishing-industry parents, before
the discovery of a body on the beach
reveals long-held secrets.

TTriple Chocolate Cheesecakriple Chocolate Cheesecakee
MurderMurder
by Joanne Fluke
Racing through springtime orders at The
Cookie Jar, Hannah investigates an
unexpected number of suspects when her
sister, Andrea, is implicated in the murder
of Lake Eden's bullying mayor.
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The FThe Four Windsour Winds
by Kristin Hannah
A Depression-era woman confronts a wrenching choice between fighting for the Dust Bowl-ravaged land she loves in
Texas or pursuing an uncertain future in California. By the best-selling author of The Nightingale.

Calder BrCalder Brandand
by Janet Dailey
A first installment in a Calder series spin-off is set in the late 1800s and follows the experiences of a vengeful cowboy
and an aspiring doctor whose respective ambitions are complicated by past demons and an illegitimate child.

A Simple MurderA Simple Murder
by Linda Castillo
For the first time in print, a collection of six previously published Kate Burkholder stories.

The Kaiser's WThe Kaiser's Webeb
by Steve Berry
Former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone investigates a World War II-era Soviet dossier that exposes crucial
intelligence involving a German national election, billions in stolen Nazi wealth and the true fate of Adolf Hitler.

The PThe Power Coupleower Couple
by Alex Berenson
Embarking on a European family vacation to revitalize their marriage, two government employees find the limits of
their bond tested when their daughter goes missing from a Barcelona club. By the award-winning author of The
Faithful Spy.

A StrA Stranger in Tanger in Town : a Rockton Noown : a Rockton Novvelel
by Kelley Armstrong
Becoming suspicious when she notices that fewer residents are joining their fresh-start community, Detective Casey
Duncan learns in the wake of a violent attack that the Rockton project is being shut down.
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